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Iron and Rust (Throne of the Caesars, Book 1) - Harry Sidebottom
2014-05-22
From the bestselling author of WARRIOR OF ROME comes the first book
in a new series set in third century Rome, a dramatic era of murder,
coup, counter-rebellions and civil war.
The Frightful Ride of Michael McMichael - Bonny Becker 2018
Taking the bus to make a delivery to his grandmother, a little boy is
alarmed by the bus's scary driver, who grows creepier by the minute as
the other passengers disembark.
Wild Wings - Gill Lewis 2011-05-24
This “vividly imagined and well-written novel” (Booklist, starred review)
tells a gripping story about a boy from Scotland and a girl from West
Africa who join together to save a migrating Osprey—and end up saving
each other. When Callum spots crazy Iona McNair on his family’s
sprawling property, she’s catching a fish with her bare hands. She won’t
share the fish, but does share something else: a secret. She’s discovered
a rare endangered bird, an Osprey, and it’s clear to both her and Callum
that if anyone finds out about the bird, it, and its species, is likely
doomed. Poachers, egg thieves, and wild weather are just some of the
threats, so Iona and Callum vow to keep track of the bird and check her
migratory progress using the code a preservationist tagged on her ankle,
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no matter what. But when one of them can no longer keep the promise,
it’s up to the other to do it for them both. No matter what. Set against
the dramatic landscapes of Scotland and West Africa, this is a story of
unlikely friendships, the wonders of the wild—and the everyday leaps of
faith that set our souls to flight.
Wednesday - Anne Bertier 2014-09-02
"Wednesday is about Little Round and Big Square, two friends that get
together to play every Wednesday"-Lili, Libertad - Gonzalo Moure 2019
Lili (or, as she prefers to be called, Libertad) has moved to a new city and
a different school; she lives alone with her mother, with whom she barely
speaks. Why is it when everyone dresses in costume for Carnaval Lili
does not, but on the day after the holiday when everyone dresses
normally, Libertad wears a costume?
The Decline and Fall of Practically Everybody - Will Cuppy 2008-10
Originally published: New York: Holt, 1950.
When I Was Mortal - Javier Marías 2013-01-31
In the dark narratives that make up When I Was Mortal by Javier Marías,
winner of the Dublin IMPAC prize and author of the bestselling A Heart
So White, a dapper Paris doctor dispenses a treatment for dissatisfied
wives. A mother auditions for her first porn movie. A writer working on a
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study of pain makes himself the subject of his experiments. A voyeur
mistakes a murderer for a fellow peeping tom ... these are some of the
characters observed by the narrator of these chilling stories. Ironic,
unsettling, imbued with dread and with droll humour, Javier Marías'
short tales cast a shrewd, sardonic eye on humanity. Javier Marías was
born in Madrid in 1951. He has published ten novels, two collections of
short stories and several volumes of essays. His work has been translated
into thirty-two languages and won a dazzling array of international
literary awards, including the prestigious Dublin IMPAC award for A
Heart So White. He is also a highly practised translator into Spanish of
English authors, including Joseph Conrad, Robert Louis Stevenson, Sir
Thomas Browne and Laurence Sterne. He has held academic posts in
Spain, the United States and in Britain, as Lecturer in Spanish Literature
at Oxford University.
The Terrible Thing that Happened to Barnaby Brocket - John Boyne
2013-01-08
Barnaby Brocket is an ordinary 8-year-old boy in most ways, but he was
born different in one important way: he floats. Unlike everyone else,
Barnaby does not obey the law of gravity. His parents, who have a horror
of being noticed, want desperately for Barnaby to be normal, but he can't
help who he is. And when the unthinkable happens, Barnaby finds
himself on a journey that takes him all over the world. From Brazil to
New York, Canada to Ireland, and even to space, the floating boy meets
all sorts of different people—and discovers who he really is along the
way. This whimsical novel will delight middle graders, and make readers
of all ages question the meaning of normal.
The Day My Father Became a Bush - Joke Van Leeuwen 2014
When fighting breaks out in the south, Toda's father is sent there to
defend his country, and when living in the city with her grandmother is
no longer safe, she is sent across the border to be with her mother.
Spider School - Francesca Simon 2014-09-18
Early Readers are stepping stones from picture books to reading books.
A blue Early Reader is perfect for sharing and reading together. A red
Early Reader is the next step on your reading journey. Snakes and snails
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and spiders for dinner! Kate was having a bad day. Her first morning at
her new school and already her clothes have gone missing, her best
friend has disappeared, and her new teacher is a comic-reading gorilla.
Something is very wrong¿ Francesca Simon brings every child's worst
nightmare to life in this funny, original story brought to life with Tony
Ross's inimitable illustrations.
Winter Letters (Galician Wave Book 6) - Agustin Fernandez Paz
2015-09-28
"The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and
strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown," writes H. P. Lovecraft at
the start of his essay "Supernatural Horror in Literature." In real life, the
author Agustin Fernandez Paz, Galicia's answer to H. P. Lovecraft, is
reading the newspaper and comes across a classified ad for a haunted
house. He imagines what would happen if someone answered that ad.
Then what would happen if they went to see the house and liked it. Then
what would happen if they had enough money and decided to buy it. And
finally what would happen if they went to live there and discovered that
the house was really haunted. This is the plot of "Winter Letters," one of
the best-selling Galician novels of all time. The house will bring to mind,
for older readers, the Bates' home in Alfred Hitchcock's film "Psycho."
Inside the house is a book of prints that may remind younger readers of
Tom Riddle's diary in "Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets."
However this may be, the reader is sure to be drawn in by the force and
power of the narrative, which is as smooth and sinuous as the sirens'
song heard by Ulysses from the sanctuary of the mast of his ship. Agustin
Fernandez Paz is the author of another novel in English, "Black Air,"
about a psychiatrist's race against time to save his patient from a
malignant presence, the Great Beast. He was awarded the Spanish
National Prize for Literature in 2008 and is Spain's nominee for the Hans
Christian Andersen Award. Other titles in the series Galician Wave
include: "Dragal I: The Dragon's Inheritance" and "Dragal II: The
Dragon's Metamorphosis" by Elena Gallego Abad, "Dove and Cut Throat"
by Fina Casalderrey, "The Painter with the Hat of Mallows" by Marcos
Calveiro and "I Love You Leo A. Destination Somewhere" by Rosa
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Aneiros."
Hug Me - Simona Ciraolo 2018-07
Felipe the cactus just wants a hug, but his family is not the touchy-feely
kind, so he goes out into the world to find a friend and maybe get that
long awaited hug.
Pongwiffy - Kaye Umansky 2002-02-17
Pongwiffy has it all...a hovel of her own, a sometime-friend named
Sharkadder, and an odor only a witch could love. Everything is almost
perfect -- until a gaggle of Goblins move in next door. Heavens above,
they're enough to wake the dead. It's time to move. But where? And
where will she find a much-needed assistant? Sharkadder persuades
Pongwiffy to advertise...but the only asistant who answers is a hamster.
What's a witch to do? Forget about finding a new slum! How can
Pongwiffy cope with a gang of Goblins, a sassy rodent assistant, and the
Witches' Coven, who are waiting for an explanation? Even worse, she's
responsible for Sourmuddle's 200th birthday cake. What will happen if
Pongwiffy messes that up?
The Daydreamer - Ian McEwan 2010-07-20
A classic from one of our greatest storytellers underlines Doubleday
Canada’s commitment to YA fiction, in a handsome new edition that will
appeal to young readers of all ages. In these seven exquisite, interlinked
episodes, grown-up Peter Fortune reveals the secret journeys,
metamorphoses, and adventures of his childhood. Living somewhere
between dream and reality, Peter experiences fantastical
transformations: he swaps bodies with the family cat and a cranky infant,
battles a very bad doll who comes to life to seek revenge, and discovers
in a kitchen drawer some vanishing cream that actually makes people
vanish. In the final story, he wakes up as an eleven-year-old inside a
grown-up’s body, and embarks on the truly fantastic adventure of falling
in love. Moving, dreamlike, and extraordinary, The Daydreamer is a
celebration of imagination and fantasy.
Yona of the Dawn, Vol. 28 - Mizuho Kusanagi 2021-02-02
After Yona and her friends save the Fire Tribe from an invasion by the
Kai Empire, word of their prowess spreads amongst those with deep faith
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in the Crimson Dragon King. Yona and the gang take cover at Saika
Palace, but what trouble awaits when Su-won’s advisor Keishuk shows up
to guard the Fire Tribe border? -- VIZ Media
Molière: L'avare. Don Juan. Les fâcheux - Molière 1919
Poems and Antipoems: a Selection - N. Parra 1968
Lili, Libertad - Gonzalo Moure Trenor 2010-09-30
Lili (o, como prefiere que la llamen, Libertad) se ha trasladado a una
nueva ciudad y a un colegio distinto; vive sola con su madre, con la que
apenas habla. ¿Qué cambios traerá el carnaval a la vida de la niña?
Estupenda historia que refleja la importancia de la confianza en uno
mismo.
The Hen Who Dreamed She Could Fly - Sun-mi Hwang 2013-11-26
The Korean Charlotte's Web More than 2 million copies sold This is the
story of a hen named Sprout. No longer content to lay eggs on command,
only to have them carted off to the market, she glimpses her future every
morning through the barn doors, where the other animals roam free, and
comes up with a plan to escape into the wild—and to hatch an egg of her
own. An anthem for freedom, individuality, and motherhood featuring a
plucky, spirited heroine who rebels against the tradition-bound world of
the barnyard, The Hen Who Dreamed She Could Fly is a novel of
universal resonance that also opens a window on Korea, where it has
captivated millions of readers. And with its array of animal
characters—the hen, the duck, the rooster, the dog, the weasel—it calls
to mind such classics in English as Animal Farm and Charlotte’s Web.
Featuring specially-commissioned illustrations, this first Englishlanguage edition of Sun-mi Hwang’s fable for our times beautifully
captures the journey of an unforgettable character in world literature.
Please Don't Read This Book - Deanna Kizis 2021-01-12
In this laugh-out-loud book that begs readers to break the rules, silliness
and hilarity reign supreme! Perfect for fans of The Book with No
Pictures. Wait--are you reading this book? Even though the cover asked
you not to? Well, if you're going to read it, then you'll have to follow the
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rules, or you're going to have WAY too much fun. And you don't want to
have FUN, do you? DO YOU?! That's what I thought. So definitely,
positively, DO NOT read this book! Join along for zany antics, silly
sounds, and endless fun in this breaks-the-fourth-wall book that will have
readers coming back time and time again--regardless of what the title
says. Praise for Please Don't Read This Book: "Inviting of energetic
engagement and laughter." --Kirkus Reviews "A brilliant job of engaging
even the most reluctant reader, showing how much fun a book can be." -New York Journal of Books "'Please Don’t Read This Book!' is hard to
resist — and that’s clearly the plan." --The Virginian-Pilot
Gabriela Mistral's Letters to Doris Dana - Velma García-Gorena
2018-06-15
The Nobel Prize–winning poet Gabriela Mistral is celebrated by her
native Chile as the “mother of the nation” even though she spent most of
her life in Mexico, Europe, and the United States. Throughout the
Spanish-speaking world and especially in Chile, Mistral was
characterized as a sad, traditionally Catholic spinster. Yet her
voluminous correspondence with Doris Dana, long believed to be her
secretary, reveals that the two women were lovers from 1948 until
Mistral’s death in 1957. These letters, published in Spanish in 2010 and
now translated for the first time into English, provide insight into her
work as a poet and illuminate her perspectives on politics, especially war
and human rights. The correspondence also sheds light on the poet’s
personal life and corrects the long-standing misperceptions of her as a
lonely, single, heterosexual woman.
The Carnival Master - Craig Russell 2009
The Cologne police know a woman is going to die. They know the day it
will happen. And they're powerless to stop it. They call on an outside
expert: Jan Fabel, head of Hamburg's Murder Squad and Germany's
leading authority on serial killers. Fabel is on the point of leaving the
police for good, but Carnival in Cologne is a time when the world goes
crazy, and he is drawn into the hunt for the Carnival Cannibal. What he
doesn't know is that he is on a collision course with a crack special forces
unit from Ukraine and a disturbed colleague with a score to settle. Fabel
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finds himself on a trail of betrayal and vengeance, violence and death.
And once more he faces his greatest enemy. The true Master of the
Carnival.
Promoting Reading for Pleasure in the Primary School - Michael
Lockwood 2008-06-24
Winner of the UKLA Author Award 2009:UKLA 'Lockwood has written a
useful, supportive book which will help teachers and librarians...He
describes the background and summarises the research and then
proposes thoroughly practical programmes' - Carousel 'Michael
Lockwood has produced an excellent, practical overview and analysis of
what works in the primary school to promote reading for
pleasure....Lockwood's work is grounded and valuable to those who need
it most - teachers in the classroom working hard to engender a love of
reading' - English Drama Media 'This book is first class. It puts the
matter very clearly and succinctly, and presents a great deal of evidence
to support the argument that pleasure is not a frivolous extra, but the
very heart and essence of what reading is about. It also gives readers
plenty of ideas for carrying the principle into the classroom, and for
justifying it...This is an excellent piece of work, which I hope will find a
place on every staffroom bookshelf.' - Philip Pullman English primary
school children are less likely to read for pleasure than their
counterparts in many other countries. This practical and focused book
discusses the background to this situation and looks at how government
initiatives have tried to address it. Drawing on the author's own research
project in order to identify good practice in promoting reading for
enjoyment, the book presents specific activities which teachers can use
to develop their own whole school and classroom practice, enabling them
to put the fun back into reading. Each chapter features case-study
material and provides examples of planning from schools that have
successfully created thriving reading cultures through schemes such as
reading assemblies, book clubs, library loyalty cards, school book
evenings and quizzes. There is also an extensive, annotated list of print
and internet-based resources. Topics covered include: - Becoming a
reading for pleasure school - Promoting a love of reading in the early
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years - Developing reading enjoyment in the later primary years - Getting
boys reading Promoting Reading for Pleasure in the Primary School is
written for all those involved in education who would like to see as many
children as possible develop a love of reading. It will be particularly
relevant for primary teachers, teaching assistants, trainee teachers,
advisers and consultants, as well as teacher educators and researchers.
The Days of the Deer - Liliana Bodoc 2014-04-01
The first in an epic, highly acclaimed trilogy from an Argentinian
fantasistIt is known that the strangers will sail from some part of the
Ancient Lands and will cross the Yentru Sea. All our predictions and
sacred books clearly say the same thing. The rest is all shadows.
Shadows that prevent us from seeing the faces of those who are coming.
In the House of Stars, the Astronomers of the Open Air read
contradictory omens. A fleet is coming to the shores of the Remote
Realm. But are these the long-awaited Northmen, returned triumphant
from the war in the Ancient Lands? Or the emissaries of the Son of Death
come to wage a last battle against life itself? From every village of the
seven tribes, a representative is called to a Great Council. One
representative will not survive the journey. Some will be willing to
sacrifice their lives, others their people, but one thing is certain: the era
of light is at an end.
The House on Black Hill - Denisa Ditoiu 2021-04-17

the world. Rich and vibrant illustrations by noted Mazatec-Mexican artist
Domi perfectly complement these magical Maya tales. Key Text Features
illustrations Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in English
Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.3.2 Recount stories, including
fables, folktales, and myths from diverse cultures; determine the central
message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through key
details in the text.
What a Trip, Amber Brown - Paula Danziger 2011
Amber Brown and her parents go to the Poconos for two weeks with
Amber's best friend, Justin, and his family. Best friends Amber Brown
and Justin Daniels are taking a vacation together. There's just one
problem--Justin's little brother wants to tag along. Full-color illustrations.
Apple and Rain - Sarah Crossan 2015-05-12
When Apple's mother returns after eleven years of absence, Apple feels
almost whole again. In order to heal completely, her mother will have to
answer one burning question: Why did she abandon her? But just like the
stormy Christmas Eve when she left, her mother's homecoming is
bittersweet. It's only when Apple meets her younger sister, Rainsomeone more lost than she is- that she begins to see things for how they
really are, allowing Apple to discover something that might help her to
feel truly whole again. From the author of the acclaimed The Weight of
Water comes a beautifully-crafted, moving novel about family, betrayal,
and the ultimate path to healing.
"Muslim" - Zahia Rahmani 2019-03-19
Muslim: A Novel is a genre-bending, poetic reflection on what it means to
be Muslim from one of France’s leading writers. In this novel, the second
in a trilogy, Rahmani’s narrator contemplates the loss of her native
language and her imprisonment and exile for being Muslim, woven
together in an exploration of the political and personal relationship of
language within the fraught history of Islam. Drawing inspiration from
the oral histories of her native Berber language, the Koran, and French
children’s tales, Rahmani combines fiction and lyric essay in to tell an
important story, both powerful and visionary, of identity, persecution,
and violence.

The Honey Jar - Rigoberta Menchú 2020-09-01
In this book, Nobel Peace Prize winner and Maya activist Rigoberta
Menchú Tum returns to the world of her childhood. The Honey Jar brings
us the ancient stories her grandparents told her when she was a little
girl, and we can imagine her listening to them by the fire at night. These
Maya tales include creation myths, a classic story about the magic twins
(which can also be found in the Popol Vuh), explanations of how and why
certain natural phenomena came to exist, and animal tales. The
underworld, the sky, the sun and moon, plants, people, animals, gods and
demi-gods are all present in these stories, and through them we come to
know more about the elements that shaped the Mayas’ understanding of
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Shola and the Lions - Bernardo Atxaga 2016-01-05
It is clear to Shola that she is not, in fact, a dog. People may have been
trying to tell her otherwise for dog years, but a trip to her owner's library
finally has her convinced: she is, in fact, descended from the Kings of the
Savannah. But how will she take to her new-found lineage? Will she
finally get the respect she deserves from her fellow citizens? Most
importantly, now that she has been identified as a powerful predator,
does this mean no chips again... ever?
Incredible English Kit - Sarah Phillips 2014

own Dump! A laugh-out-loud story that is witty and clever, enticingly
mixed in with much sludge, slime and very bad habits.
365 Days of Wonder: Mr. Browne's Precepts - R. J. Palacio 2014-08-26
Over 13 million people have read the #1 New York Times bestseller
Wonder— now, the wonder returns with a companion book of life lessons
and inspiration from Auggie's favorite teacher—perfect for back to
school! Based on the book that inspired the Choose Kind movement and
a major motion picture, readers will fall in love all over again with
Auggie Pullman, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary face. And don't
miss R.J. Palacio's highly anticipated new novel, Pony, available now! In
Wonder, readers were introduced to memorable English teacher Mr.
Browne and his love of precepts. This companion book features
conversations between Mr. Browne and Auggie, Julian, Summer, Jack
Will, and others, giving readers a special peek at their lives after Wonder
ends. Mr. Browne's essays and correspondence are rounded out by a
precept for each day of the year—drawn from popular songs to children’s
books to inscriptions on Egyptian tombstones to fortune cookies. His
selections celebrate the goodness of human beings, the strength of
people’s hearts, and the power of people’s wills. There’s something for
everyone here, with words of wisdom from such noteworthy people as
Anne Frank, Martin Luther King Jr., Confucius, Goethe, Sappho—and
over 100 readers of Wonder who sent R. J. Palacio their own precepts.
Wave - Suzy Lee 2008-04-16
A wordless picture book that shows a little girl's first experiences at the
beach, as she goes from being afraid of the roaring waves to playing on
the shore while gulls soar overhead.
Greek Studies - Walter Pater 1895

Havana Babylonia - Amir Valle 2017-12-08
This is the biggest underground bestseller in the history of Cuban
literature. Even when it had not yet been published, thousands of bootleg
copies circulated under the table in Cuba, converting it into a true
headache for the Cuban political authorities, who then and still today
continue to stubbornly deny the alarming development of prostitution on
the island. Later, after being published by Planeta, the book also became
an international bestseller, with editions in numerous languages.
Considered by international criticism as a classic of its genre, in 2007 it
won the Rodolfo Walsh International Award for the best nonfiction book
published in the Spanish-speaking world. Now we have the latest,
definitive version, translated into English by the journalist and writer,
Regina Anavy.
Pongwiffy and the Goblins' Revenge - Kaye Umansky 2009
Pongwiffy's Broom has come over all funny. At any mention of 'goblin' or
'axe' or 'chop' it seems to freeze over with fear (more than normal that
is). If Pongwiffy could be bothered to speak Wood and have a
conversation with the Broom, she would find out what is happening. But
she doesn't - so she doesn't find out that the Goblins are planning to
broomnap all the Witches' Brooms and subject them to a fate worse than
a very clean and tidy house … And perhaps if Pongwiffy had had her wits
about her she would also have been a lot more careful when talking to Ali
Pali, the unscrupulous Genie … Pongwiffy needs to pay attention, Ali Pali
has his greedy eyes on the closely-guarded contents of Pongwiffy's very
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The Julian Chapter: A Wonder Story - R. J. Palacio 2014-05-13
WONDER IS NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE STARRING JULIA
ROBERTS AND JACOB TREMBLAY! Over 6 million people have read the
#1 New York Times bestseller Wonder—the book that inspired the
Choose Kind movement—and have fallen in love with Auggie Pullman, an
ordinary boy with an extraordinary face. From the very first day Auggie
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and Julian met in the pages of R. J. Palacio's life-changing book Wonder,
it was clear they were never going to be friends, with Julian treating
Auggie like he had the plague. And while Wonder told Auggie's story
through six different viewpoints, Julian's perspective was never shared.
Readers could only guess what he was thinking. Until now. The Julian
Chapter will finally reveal the bully's side of the story. Why is Julian so
unkind to Auggie? And does he have a chance for redemption?
The Literary History of Spanish America - Alfred Lester Coester 1916
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Yona of the Dawn, Vol. 23 - Mizuho Kusanagi 2020-04-07
Yona gets caught in the middle of the nation of Xing's civil unrest after
she discovers that Princess Kouren wants war against the kingdom of
Kohka! As Princess Kouren stokes the fire of the pro-war faction, Yona
must find a way to save the Dragon Warriors and her home country! -VIZ Media
Keywords for Children’s Literature - Philip Nel 2011-06-13
49 original essays on the essential terms and concepts in children's
literature
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